Spring Photos

In this issue’s photo gallery, the slow appearance of spring fails to dampen the college community’s effervescent drive and zest: sharing chemistry with first graders, enjoying an energy-packed concert, scoring a lopsided victory, and exploring personal future possibilities and global ones, too. If you would like to submit photos of timely activities for future issues, email pictures with a brief caption to proffice@oswego.edu.

Two earn top college awards for research
Barry A. Friedman, professor of management in the School of Business, is this year’s recipient of the SUNY Oswego President’s Award for Scholarly and Creative Activity. Read more >

Boyer wins federal grant to probe mass-extinction puzzle
Earth sciences faculty member and paleontologist Diana Boyer has received a National Science Foundation grant to advance understanding of a mass extinction whose evidence lies in ancient layers of black shale in Western New York and Eastern Ohio. Read more >

People in Action

Videos preview today’s Quest presentations
A series of preview videos for some of today’s Quest presentations includes political science major Zach Roberts’ multimedia stories about his visit to the Ukraine during its recent transformation as well as a study of amphibians at Rice Creek, an archeological investigation of a Manhattan slum and more. See videos >

Calendar Highlights

Wednesday, April 9
• Quest
• Talk by Bruce Coville
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Delaney's latest book advocates 'thrivability'
Sociology chair Tim Delaney and co-author Tim Madigan of St. John Fisher College take on some of today’s most difficult socio-philosophical issues — overpopulation, biodiversity and climate change — in a new book titled "Beyond Sustainability: A Thriving Environment." [Read more >]

Spotlight

Meet junior sociology major Michelle Winkelman, formerly shy but now focused on leadership, research and advocating for social justice — in this issue’s Spotlight.

Announcements

• **Three-band bill set for SAPB concert April 26**

• **Rochester astrophysicist to speak at Oswego**

• **Police Report**

Thursday, April 10
• College Council meeting

Friday, April 11
• Research Awards Ceremony
• Honors Convocation

Saturday, April 12
• Nature program: "Composting Fundamentals"

Sunday, April 13
• Spring Fling

Monday, April 14
• Book sale

Wednesday, April 16
• Discussion: "Can Silicon Valley Save the World?"
• Spanish movie: "All About My Mother"

Thursday, April 17
• Film: "Tapped"

Tuesday, April 22
• Oswego County GENIUS Olympiad
• Student Involvement Awards

Wednesday, April 23
• "Slut Walk"
• Mexican movie: "Rabbit on the Moon"

For details, see [SUNY Oswego Events](#).
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